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 May 10, 2019

Welcome to Houston, Texas, where the first-ever ESPN Collegiate Esports 
Championship will showcase some of North America’s top collegiate esports 
players, with semi-finals and finals in Overwatch, Street Fighter V: Arcade 
Edition, Hearthstone, StarCraft II and Heroes of the Storm.

Hundreds of schools from across North America have competed in qualifiers 
hosted by Tespa and Collegiate StarLeague (CSL), all to secure their spots to 
compete in the live LAN (local area network) semi-final and championship at 
this momentous event, all part of Comicpalooza here in Houston.

ESPN will stream all quarterfinal, semifinal and final matches from the LAN 
event on the ESPN Esports’ Twitch channel. Additionally, we are excited to air 
an exclusive recap show with highlights from the event on linear television in 
just a few weeks.

We hope you have a fantastic time covering the event this weekend and we 
thank you for your support!

Sincerely,

pete Derzis
Senior Vice President  |  ESPN Events



Where: Comicpalooza at the George R Brown Convention Center Houston, Texas
When: May 10 – 12, 2019

What:   Hundreds of schools from across North America have competed in qualifiers hosted 
by Tespa and Collegiate StarLeague (CSL), all to secure their spots to compete in the 
live LAN (local area network) semi-final and championship at the first-ever ESPN 
Collegiate Esports Championship. Overwatch, Street Fighter™ V: Arcade Edition, 
Hearthstone, StarCraft II and Heroes of the Storm are the games that players will 
compete in during the inaugural event held in Houston.

How:   Tickets to Comicpalooza include entrance to the Collegiate Esports Championship and 
start at just $41 for general admission and $78 for three-day-passes. Attendees that 
purchase the Gaming Speed Pass receive added benefits including reserved seating in 
the CEC area, access to a private lounge and opportunities to meet CEC esports talent.

Streaming:  ESPN will stream all quarterfinal, semifinal and final matches from the LAN event on 
the ESPN Esports’ Twitch channel. Additionally, an exclusive recap show with highlights 
from the event will be produced and aired on linear television following the event.

espn collegiate esports 
championship fact sheet

weekend schedule
Friday, May 10
9 AM Doors Open
10:10 AM-4 PM Overwatch Quarterfinals
4:20-7:20 PM Hearthstone Semifinals

Saturday, May 11
9 AM Doors Open
10:10 AM-1:20 PM Overwatch Semifinals
1:50-5 PM StarCraft II Semifinals
5:20-7 PM Hearthstone Championship

Sunday, May 12
9 AM Doors Open
10:10-11:50 AM Overwatch Finals 
12:20-2 PM Heroes of the Storm Finals
2:20-4:50 PM StarCraft II Finals
5:20-6:20 PM Street Fighter V Finals



Alex Corea (@AlexCorea) is a veteran host, writer, and 
producer who has been connecting the world of gaming and 
comedy his entire career. He’s most known for being the creator 
and host of the gaming variety show “The Attack”, as well as 
writing and appearing on productions for ESPN, CBS, Twitch, 
Amazon Studios, Facebook, Warner Bros, and more.

Alex started his career performing stand-up comedy before 
joining the L.A. production company Super Creative, where he 
launched and managed its digital network. At the start of 2015, 
Alex helped launch Attack Media, a digital venture founded 
by Kevin Pereira to create daily live gaming content on Twitch. 
Serving as the lead writer, producer, and host of the channel’s 

flagship show, Alex and his team produced over 300 live 
episodes of “The Attack”, a revival of G4’s “Attack of the Show!”. 
In 2017, the show was licensed in syndication to DisneyXD for 
its evening gaming programming block DXP, making it the first 
Twitch show to transition to television.

Recently, Alex has been logging countless hours hosting live 
gaming tournaments, events, award shows, and gaming 
news shows. Behind the cam, Alex is currently writing and 
producing original series for the Disney Channel, OGNesports, 
and more! When Alex isn’t working, he’s probably sleeping 
or losing at Apex Legends. He also can - and will -beat you 
at Tetris.

Alex “Goldenboy” Mendez (@GoldenboyFTW) 
serves as a commentator for NBC’s “The Titan Games.” 
Mendez comes from a tenured history in esports. His work and 
accomplishments can be seen across the entire industry. He is 
a desk host and commentator for Epic Games’ Fortnite World 
Cup and previously worked with Blizzard Entertainment’s 
Overwatch League, Cheddar TV, TBS’s ELEAGUE, Major League 
Gaming (MLG), Psyonix’s Rocket League Championship Series, 
343 Industries’s Halo Championship Series and Electronic 
Arts’ “Battlefield” series. Outside of esports, Mendez also 
commentated CEO X New Japan Pro Wrestling.

Before becoming a household name in esports, Mendez, a Bronx, 
N.Y., native, was a full-time social worker who competed in various 
action video games such as “Halo,” “Call of Duty” and “Gears of 
War” in his free time. Family is a focal point for Mendez and he 
eventually decided to step back from esports competition to 

focus on his marriage and job. Mendez may have ended his time 
as a competitor, but he was nowhere near done with esports. 
He received an offer a couple months later from MLG that would 
set him on his course to becoming one of the most sought-after 
talents in esports. 

Hired as a commentator for a small tournament, Mendez rose 
to the occasion when he was called upon unexpectedly to 
commentate the Call of Duty national championship at the last 
minute. Esports community reception was instantaneous, and 
it has been onward and upward ever since. Mendez’s on-stage 
personality is shaped by his love of professional wrestling. He 
learned his storytelling style and the importance of entertainment 
value from the likes of Jim Ross and Michael Cole. In turn, he lends 
his expertise to help aspiring esports broadcasters find their voices. 
Outside of work, he has dreams to start a program to help inner-city 
youth improve their public speaking.

Anna Prosser (@AnnaProsser) is perhaps most often 
recognized as an on-camera personality specializing in 
gaming, esports, and other emerging new media content. You 
may have seen her hosting live shows or events for Twitch, 
Blizzard, The Pokemon Company, and the like, as well as 
appearing on live streamed and staged D&D shows like “Dice, 
Camera, Action.” 

Anna also serves full-time as Managing Producer on the Creator 
Development team at Twitch, where she works to create 
content and resources that inspire, elevate, and stretch the 

capabilities of online media creation and it’s community. To 
that same end, Anna is actively involved in many inclusivity 
initiatives in the gaming space. She was honored to be asked 
to speak at the White House and the Center for Democracy and 
Technology about creating welcoming online spaces, and was 
the founder of the internal Twitch Inclusivity Guild. 

Anna loves to sing, show people pictures of her dog, and talk 
about the Pacific Northwest. You can follow her adventures 
on Twitter, Instagram, Twitch, and just about everywhere else 
under the username “AnnaProsser.”

collegiate esports championship 
host bios



 

hearthstone
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF 

TECHNOLOGY

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE  
OF TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF 
MINNESOTA -  
TWIN CITIES

UNIVERSITY OF  
OREGON

StarCraft II
UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA –  

BERKELEY

UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA -  

SAN DIEGO

UNIVERSITY OF 
 CHICAGO

UNIVERSITY OF 
WATERLOO

Heroes of  
the Storm
CALIFORNIA STATE 

POLYTECHNIC  
UNIVERSITY – POMONA

RUTGERS  
UNIVERSITY

Overwatch
MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY

CARLETON UNIVERSITY

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY

HARRISBURG UNIVERSITY 
OF SCIENCE AND 

TECHNOLOGY

GRAND CANYON 
UNIVERSITY

ORANGE COAST COLLEGE

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

Street 
Fighter V

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE  
OF TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF  
NEVADA,  

LAS VEGAS

LAMBTON  
COLLEGE

SHERIDAN  
COLLEGE

rutgers

georgia
tech

oregon

minnesota chicago

rutgers

utah



collegiate esports championship 
CASTeRS

Connor Prince
@AVAST

Alex Rodriguez
@AXELTOSS

Cora Georgiou
@SONGBIRD

Justin Wong
@JWONG

Nathaniel Fabrikant
@NATHANIAS

David Garthright
@DRJ

Jacob Kulinski
@SOLIDJAKE

Manuel Schenkhuizen
@GRUBBY

Zhi Lang Chew
@ZHIEEEP

Gabriella Devia-Allen
@LETIGRESS

Andrew Rush
@ZP

Jeremy Lopez
@VICIOUS



SHERIDAN COLLEGE
Mark Trim  |  Player
Michael Lopez  |  Player
Lucas  Lemmond  |  Player

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE  
OF TECHNOLOGY
Kameron Charles  |  Player
Bing-Shiu Chow  |  Player
Deion Garrison  |  Player

LAMBTON COLLEGE
Aleister Humes  |  Player
Corbin Schmidt  |  Player
Ryan Heibert  |  Player

UNLV
Abdul Razzaque  |  Player
Cristian Zamudio-Solis  |  Player
Asa Labajo  |  Player

street Fighter
teams
street Fighter
teams

ROAD TO THE CEC: STREET FIGHTER
BY JASON KRELL

THE GAME
 Street Fighter V: Arcade 
Edition is one of the most 
classic competitive game 
titles in the world. The phrase 
“easy to learn, impossible 
to master,” clearly defines 
Street Fighter. On the surface, 
its gameplay is simple: two 
players select their respective 
characters, each with unique 
abilities and moves, and 
battle it out until one player 
is eliminated. However, just 
below the surface is an ocean 
of complexity and a players’ 
ability is defined by their 
technical skill. Attacks can 
be blocked and parried by a 
quick move of the controller, 
different abilities can be used 
together to create massive 
combos that could end a 
fight in mere moments, 
and more. 

For a perfect look into the 
incredible levels of skill 
that Street Fighter players 
possess, refer to Daigo’s 
match against Justin Wong 
at EVO in 2004. Daigo and 
Justin Wong are two of 
the world’s greatest Street 
Fighter players, and they 
faced each other at EVO, 
the world’s most prestigious 
fighting game tournament. 
Justin Wong played as Chun 
Li, while Daigo played Ken. 
Justin Wong had Daigo on 

the ropes. With just a sliver of 
life remaining, Justin Wong 
executed Chun Li’s ultimate 
ability which would surely 
end the match. However, 
Daigo perfectly parried every 
kick of Chun Li’s ultimate, 
taking zero damage, and 
then counter attacked with a 
game-ending combo. The clip 
of this moment remains one 
of the most viewed gaming 
videos of all time, with over 
50 million Youtube views.

THE FORMAT
For the Collegiate Starleague 
Street Fighter Championship, 
we’re using Capcom’s Street 
Fighter League format. Each 
college team consists of three 
players. Prior to the match, 
each team captain submits 
its order of players along with 
the character they will use. 
The lineups are then revealed 
to the teams prior to the 
match, Player 1, Player 2, and 
Player 3 matching up from 
their respective teams. The 
match ends when one team 
defeats all 3 players on the 
opposing team. 

WINNERS QUE
A player who wins a match 
drops down into the Winners 
Que, giving them another 
opportunity to win for their 
team. This also opens the 
possibility for more exciting 
match outcomes. 

Manuel Schenkhuizen
@GRUBBY

Gabriella Devia-Allen
@LETIGRESS



ROAD TO THE CEC:  
OVERWATCH VIEWER’S GUIDE
BY JASON KRELL

anyone who watches 
competitive Overwatch 
knows that the game has 
been dominated by six 

particular heroes for some time 
now—but times are changing 
thanks to the introduction of patch 
1.34. With new hero Baptiste and 
significant changes to most heroes 
in the game, the landscape is far 
more flexible.  Here’s a look at 
what you can expect May 10–12 
when the final eight teams battle 
it out at the Collegiate Esports 
Championship in Houston.

 

KNOW YOUR ROLES
•   Tanks are heavily armored, 

hard-to-kill heroes that soak 
up damage from the opposing 
team with various shielding 
abilities on the front lines of a 
teamfight.

•   Damage heroes are a diverse 
group focused on getting kills, 
pure and simple.

•   Support heroes are designed 
to keep the team alive through 
healing, but many also can 
enable their teammates to 
succeed by boosting damage or 
restricting enemy movement.

•   Finally, while flex isn’t an 
official role in-game, players 
with a flex designation tend 
to fill any gaps on a team’s 
composition because of their 
ability to play heroes from any 
of the three roles.

 WHERE ARE WE?

In Overwatch, there are four 
map objectives: control, assault, 
escort, and assault/escort (often 
referred to as hybrid). Teams 
match up against each other 
in a best-of-five map set. The 
first team to three wins wins the 
match. Each team also gets a 
chance to attack and defend on 
a map.

•  In control maps, two teams 
fight to hold a single objective 
at a time. These are sometimes 
referred to as “King of the Hill” 
maps. The control meter ticks 
up slowly from zero to 100 
percent once a team has staked 
their claim on the objective. The 
opponents then have to take it 
back by clearing the enemy off 
the point. The first team to win 
two rounds wins the map.

•    The second map type is 
called assault. Here, attackers 
must capture a series of two 
objectives while the defenders 
try to hold them off. If both 
teams manage to capture 
both points during their attack, 
teams use the remaining time 
play the map again. The team 
with the most points after time 
runs out wins.

•   The third map type is called 
escort, where attackers must 
move a payload by standing 
near it from one end of the map 
to the other before time runs 
out. Defenders, meanwhile, halt 

the payload’s progress when 
they are near it. Their goal is 
to run out the clock and keep 
the attackers from moving the 
payload. The team that pushes 
the payload furthest wins 
the round.

•   The final map type, hybrid, is a 
mix of assault and escort. The 
first part requires attackers to 
capture a point, which unlocks 
a payload they then must push 
through two checkpoints. The 
defenders attempt to thwart 
their progress. Whichever team 
makes the most progress wins.

For more information, including 
effective combinations for 
competition, visit tespa.org.

THERE ARE THREE TYPES OF 
ROLES IN OVERWATCH:

tank
damage
support

WITH 30 
OVERWATCH 

HEROES, THERE 
ARE NEARLY 

600,000 
POSSIBLE TEAM 
COMPOSITIONS!

http:// tespa.org


utah

CARLETON UNIVERSITY 
Jack Meireles  |  captain
Cindy Yu  |  player
Afnan Jadid  |  player
Justin Sigouin  |  player
Anjola Onakoya  |  player
Sean Martin  |  player
Joshua Gerwing  |  alternate
James Fitzgerald  |  coordinator

GRAND CANYON UNIVERSITY 
Justen Johns  |  captain
Kyle Gunnerson  |  player
Ethan Gunnerson  |  player
Ryan Wynia  |  player
Oscar Esquer  |  player
David Cho  |  player
Arianna Licea  |  Coach
John Kalua  |  Admin

HARRISBURG UNIVERSITY
Jason Knittle  |  Captain
Austin Swisher  |  Player
Hunter Rogers  |  Player
Austin Hobbs  |  Player
Soames Lovett-Darby  |  Player
Erik Smith  |  Player
Travis Letwiniuk  |  Substitute
Vincent DiGiacomo  |  Substitute
Giuseppe Gramano  |  Coach/Manager
Chad Smeltz  |  Varsity Director

MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY
Conor O’Rourke  |  captain
Anthony Fera  |  player
Max Åkesson  |  player
Zechariah Koppes  |  player
Anthony Mcintosh  |  player
Parker Lewis  |  player 
Tristan Van Wieringen  |  coordinator
Daniel  Clerke  |  Director

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE  
OF TECHNOLOGY
Nicholas Abadiotakis  |  captain
Lasha Tavberidze  |  player
Konrad Kropiewnicki  |  player
Blake Easton  |  player
Jake Albert  |  player
Masamitsu Umeki  |  player
Jonah Wang  |  Coach

ORANGE COAST COLLEGE
Nicholas Caravaggio  |  captain
Jesse Lopez  |  player
Charline Sanchez  |  player
Andre Merdinoglu  |  player
Joseph Huynh  |  player
Jacob Nguyen  |  player
Aaron Boyd  |  Coach

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Stephen Bartos  |  captain
James Robinson  |  player
Steven Murset  |  player
Yang Ou  |  player
Jinquan Lin  |  player
Vasik Vadgama  |  player
Kenny  Small  |  Coach

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Austin Walch  |  captain
Konrad Serbinowski  |  player
Victor Camacho  |  player
Demitri Dobaj  |  player
Wyatt Dean  |  player
Colby Smith  |  player
Zachary Bastiani  |  alternate
Andrew Barbee  |  alternate
Evelynn Le  |  coordinator
A.J. Deimick | Director

 

rutgers

Overwatch
teams
Overwatch
teams



ROAD TO THE CEC:  
HEARTHSTONE VIEWER’S GUIDE
BY JASON KRELL

a lot has changed in 
competitive Hearthstone 
since Rise of Shadows 
released on April 9, 

and the four best collegiate 
Hearthstone teams are busy 
scheming up E.V.I.L new decks 
for the Hearthstone Collegiate 
Championship sponsored by 
Republic of Gamers. With many 
new cards entering standard 
format and old cards leaving, we 
wanted to make sure returning 
veterans and fresh-faced 
newcomers alike could follow all 
the action on May 10.

CONQUER YOUR ENEMIES
The Collegiate Esports 

Championships (CEC) will use 
the Conquest format. Each team 
of players brings four decks 
from four different classes to 
the tournament. When a match 
begins, each team can ban 
one of their opponent’s decks 
before selecting one of their 
own remaining decks to use for 
game one.

 Whoever is declared the 
winner of that game cannot use 
the same deck for the rest of the 
match and must play with one of 
their other two decks. The losing 
team can reuse the same deck 

or switch to a different one. This 
process is repeated until a player 
has won three games, one with 
each of their decks.

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Many cards from the 

expansions Journey to Un’Goro, 
Knights of the Frozen Throne 
and Kobolds & Catacombs were 
central to the decks that defined 
competitive Hearthstone leading 
up to the CEC. 

Even and odd style decks are 
gone, so every class has lost the 
ability to upgrade their hero 
power by only playing with even 
or odd cards in their deck. Paladin 
in particular will miss this style 
of play, since it was one of the 
few classes that could build 
even or odd decks to keep their 
opponents guessing.

Quests are also out, which 
gave classes a game winning 
reward by completing a certain 
objective. Death Knights have 
rotated out, robbing many decks 
of another late-game finisher 
that transformed their hero 
into a more powerful version of 
themselves.

Finally, many long-time staples 
are disappearing, too. Cards like 
Carnivorous Cube, Tar Creeper, 

Fungalmancer, Saronite Chain 
Gang and the Lich King will leave 
large holes in meta for new cards 
to shine.

NEW EVIL ON THE HORIZON
In Rise of Shadows notorious 

ne’er-do-wells from across 
Hearthstone’s history have 
heeded the call and banded 
together under as the League of 
EV.I.L.! After joining the dark side, 
players have access to a new set 
of wicked cards that will have a 
huge impact on the Collegiate 
Esports Championship. But since 
the expansion will barely be a 
month old after the tournament, 
what will that impact be? 

The addition of lackeys has 
given players access to extremely 
cheap and effective minions 
with useful effects. Cards like 
Ethereal Lackey can grant extra 
card advantage by letting players 
discover a spell while Faceless 
Lackey summons a random two 
cost minion. Each of the lackey 
cards help players improve their 
board presence, but certain 
classes definitely benefit from 
them more than others.

For more information 
including classes to watch 
out for, please visit tespa.org.

http:// tespa.org


georgia
tech

minnesota
twin cities

oregon

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY
Tyler Hiu  |  Captain
Shiv  Chopra  |  Player
Sean Joplin  |  Player

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY
Jake Christoforo  |  Captain
William Anderson  |  Player
Aex Markoe  |  Player

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
- TWIN CITIES
Isaac Murray-Stark  |  Captain
Alexander Ranalo  |  Player
John Schab  |  Player

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
August Harrison  |  Captain
Samuel Shoults  |  Player
Noah Jessup-Varnum  |  Player

hearthstone
teams
hearthstone
teams

THE 2019 HEARTHSTONE COLLEGIATE 
CHAMPIONSHIP (HCC) SPONSORED BY 
REPUBLIC OF GAMERS WILL CONCLUDE WITH 
AN EPIC BLOWOUT! HUNDREDS OF TEAMS 
FROM COLLEGES FAR AND WIDE CLASHED IN 
3V3 MATCHES THROUGH MULTIPLE GROUP 
STAGES AND THE QUARTERFINALS OF THE 
FINAL SINGLE ELIMINATION BRACKET. IT ALL 
COMES TO A CRESCENDO WHEN THE FINAL 
THREE MATCHES PLAY OUT AT THE COLLEGIATE 
ESPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP (CEC) TAKING PLACE 
IN HOUSTON, TEXAS FROM MAY 10-12.

alexander “Azex” Ranallo, John “Yugioh” Schwab, 
and Isaac “Shadeslayer” Murray-Stark make up 
the three-man Hearthstone team that will be 
representing the University of Minnesota at CEC.

“I’m still in shock we’ve made it this far,” said Yugioh, the team’s 
dedicated Priest player and self-described mind reader.

“Getting to the semifinals of the national [Collegiate] 
Hearthstone League is something I never dreamed we could do!”

The team formed through the Tespa-partnered UMN 
Esports club at school. Yugioh, the only Freshman on the 
team, is currently pursuing a degree in Computer Science. 
Azex and Shadeslayer, who are both in their Senior year, are 
majoring in Biology and Astrophysics respectively.

Shadeslayer takes on the strenuous role of team captain.  
“I am the leader,” said Shadeslayer. “I start the conversation 
when it comes to both deck lineup strategy and in-game 
decisions. If there is a disagreement, I have to make a 
decision and stick to it.”

They’ve made it to the LAN finals under Shadeslayer’s 
leadership, but the team hit a snag in terms of results when 
playing from home over spring break. That said, their first-round 
opponents hailing from the University of Oregon have overcome 
some obstacles of their own on their way to Houston.

“We had to play some pretty big decider matches during our 
finals week,” said August “Srpen” Harrison, Captain of the 
University of Oregon squad. “It was difficult to prepare for 
the games as well as study.”

Srpen and team won their finals week match, despite the 
circumstances. “I really consider us underdogs this year 
seeing as it is our first time,” Srpen said. “We have put an 
incredible amount of work to be where we are so it would be 
great to see that hard work pays off.”

Who will win between U of M and U of O? With thousands 
in scholarship money on the line as well as the ultimate title 
of Hearthstone Collegiate Champion rest assured that every 
team in contention is brushing up on their knowledge of 
matchups, interactions, and intricacies.



ROAD TO THE CEC: HEROES OF THE 
STORM VIEWER’S GUIDE
BY JASON KRELL

The Nexus is a vast land, 
where players take control 
of heroes and villains 
from across many Blizzard 

universes. It can be a complicated 
place to understand, but we want to 
make it easy to follow along when 
the final two teams clash for the 
championship title on May 12 at the 
Collegiate Esports Championship.

EVERY HERO IN ITS PLACE
Heroes of the Storm separates its 

many characters into six categories. 
However, since there are only five 
players on a team, not every role 
will show up in each game. Instead, 
players have the flexibility to play to 
their individual strengths and the 
demands of the battleground. Their 
options are as follows:

•  Tank heroes exist to protect their 
team and enable other players 
to do damage. Because tanks 
are durable, they are effective at 
creating space and exerting their 
will on the battlefield.

•  Bruisers are tough like tanks, 
but they’re more about dealing 
damage than protecting. During 
the early stages of the game, 
you’ll often see these heroes in the 
offlane (this is usually the farthest 
from the action). Once they do 
join up with the rest of their team, 
bruisers are best-suited to wading 
into the thick of things, but they’re 
more likely to kill an opponent than 
just get in their way.

•  Support heroes provide utility to 
their team. Even though there 

aren’t many of these heroes, they 
can have major impacts on the 
way a game plays out.

•  Healers are like support heroes in 
that they help their team more 
than hurt their opponents, but their 
job is more straightforward. They 
keep their teammates healthy 
enough to stave off enemy pushes 
or to help start one themselves.

•  Ranged Assassins are crucial 
for their ability to rip apart the 
opposing team. They drop 
fairly easily, though, and require 
coordination from their teammates 
to properly wreak havoc.

•  Melee Assassins are a little 
more durable than their ranged 
counterparts, but they have to get up 
close and personal to vanquish their 
foes. This can make them harder to 
protect, but the payoff is worth it.

OBJECTIVE GOALS
The main objective of Heroes 

of the Storm is to infiltrate and 
destroy the enemy base. There’s 
more to it than just beating up on 
the other team and busting up their 
fort, though: every battleground 
has its own objective. Winning 
objectives is the key to victory on 
most maps, but on some it’s the 
only way to come out on top.

Some objectives task teams 
with collecting a particular 
resource and turning it in for value, 
while others require a team to 
control a certain area of the map 
for a certain amount of time.

A TEAM THAT PLAYS TOGETHER, 
GROWS TOGETHER

Heroes of the Storm is unique in 
many ways, including the way in 
which players gain levels. Instead of 
everyone accumulating experience 
independently, players do so as a 
team. This encourages teams to 
stick together, since no one benefits 
from farming on their own. Leveling 
up allows heroes access to better 
talents, which are the unique 
abilities of each character.

For more information, including 
effective combinations for 
competition, visit tespa.org.

THERE ARE SIX CATEGORIES 
OF CHARACTERS IN HEROES 

OF THE STORM:
tank

bruiser
support
healer

ranged assassin
melee assassin

THE MAIN 
OBJECTIVE OF 

HEROES OF THE 
STORM IS TO 

INFILTRATE AND 
DESTROY THE 
ENEMY BASE.

https://tespa.org/news/22956189/road-to-the-cec-heroes-of-the-storm-viewer-s-guidetespa.org


CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC 
UNIVERSITY - POMONA
Hunter Gaukel  |  Captain
Sam  Lee  |  Player
Andrew Koscal  |  Player
Brett Sanders  |  Player
Quoc Le  |  Player
Henry Richardson  |  Manager
Alexander Hwang  |  Substitute

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Richard Green  |  Captain
Dominick Maisano  |  Player
Dustin Nguyen  |  Player
Hexuan Ma   |  Player
Peter Thach  |  Player
Stanislav Potapov  |  Substitute

heroes of
the storm
teams
heroes of
the storm
teams

The history between these two teams may 
lend some clues. Rutgers already won 
against Pomona in the group stage of the fall 
preseason, but fell to them in the semifinals 

of the fall playoffs. Based on that fact, Brett “Hebi” 
Sanders, of Cal Poly, has a good feeling about playing 
their rivals once again.

“They [Rutgers] were the first team to humble us 
in the fall preseason, and then we 2-0’d them in the 
[preseason] finals,” Hebi said. “I can see the same 
thing happening again this semester.”

Pomona does at least have the edge when it 
comes to on-stage experience.  Both Andrew 
“MuttMcgee” Koscal and Hunter “ElCazador” Gauekl 
were part of the Pomona Ponies team that made 
it to the Heroic Four during the 2018 Heroes of the 
Dorm. They made a huge splash in the Blizzard 
Arena despite narrowly losing to the University of 
Buffalo 3-2.

Even a year later, Pomona’s decision to draft 
Cho’gall remains one of the most exciting moments 
in collegiate Heroes of the Storm history. According to 
ElCazador, it’s still the highlight of his esports career 
— especially when they managed to steal the boss 
on Braxis Holdout.

Will Rutgers achieve an undefeated season, or will 
Cal Poly Pomona finish what they started during 
their deep run last year? See which heroes rise to the 
challenge by watching the finals on May 12.

For more detail on Cal Poly Pomona and 
Rutgers’ seasons, please visit tespa.org.

“ WE DIDN’T HAVE THE SAME 
SYNERGY AS WE HAD IN 
PREVIOUS SEASONS, WHERE 
WE HAD PLAYED TOGETHER 
FOR FOUR YEARS.”

-ELCAZADOR

“ ONE OF THE BIGGER CHALLENGES WE 
FACED WAS INTEGRATING ME BACK 
INTO THE GAME, TEACHING ME MACRO.”

-NOOREOS4U

AT THE HEROES OF THE STORM 
COLLEGIATE ESPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP 
FINALS, TWO TEAMS WITH OUTSTANDING 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS WILL FACE OFF TO FIND 
OUT WHO THE TRUE HEROES ARE. ON ONE 
SIDE IS RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, A TEAM THAT 
ENTERS THE FINALS WITH AN UNDEFEATED 
RECORD. ON THE OTHER IS CAL POLY 
POMONA, WHO RETURN TO THE PLAYOFFS 
AFTER A HEROIC FOUR FINISH AT THE 2018 
HEROES OF THE DORM. BOTH SCHOOLS HAVE 
PROVEN THEIR POTENTIAL, BUT ONLY ONE 
TEAM CAN BE HEROES. WILL DOMINANCE OR 
EXPERIENCE PREVAIL?

rutgers

http://tespa.org


ROAD TO THE CEC: STARCRAFT II  
VIEWER’S GUIDE
BY JASON KRELL

While StarCraft II may 
be the oldest game 
played at the Collegiate 
Esports Championships, 

it’s also one of the most complex. 
Here’s everything you need to 
know about the game of StarCraft 
II before its collegiate champion is 
crowned on May 11.

IT TAKES ALL KINDS
The world of StarCraft II has three 
races players can choose between.

•  The hardy Terran rely on futuristic 
versions of modern weaponry to 
stake out their place in the universe.

•  The mysterious Protoss are 
an advanced race of psyonic 
(essentially psychic) aliens who 
wield powerful technology that 
allows them to warp space to suit 
their needs.

•  Finally there are the swarming 
Zerg, a hivemind race that relies 
on evolutionary superiority to 
overwhelm their enemies.

Each race comes with a different 
playstyle, but all of them require 
the same baseline knowledge of 
how to play the game.

ALL ABOUT THE MONEY
Above all else, StarCraft II is a 
game of resource management. 
Players start the game with just 
a base and a handful of worker 
units. In order to amass the 
army they’ll need to crush their 
opponents, they’ll have to put 
those units to work and make 

some serious dough — or minerals, 
in this case. Those are the blue 
crystals scattered all over the map, 
and players need them to make 
everything in the game. There’s 
valuable gas nearby, too, which 
players also need to make more 
advanced units and buildings.

Managing their economy is often 
a player’s first priority. The early 
game is all about striking up the 
right balance of gathering and 
spending resources. This process is 
so important that some strategies 
designed around disrupting that 
process can end games in minutes. In 
the late game, losing a base’s worth 
of workers can cause players to fall 
so far behind in army production 
that they may forfeit immediately.

This resource management is 
so important that even the best 
player in the world can’t win 
a game if they don’t have the 
economy to support their plan.

BIGGER, BETTER, FASTER!
What do teams spend all their 
resources on? A lot, to be honest. 
Every race has their own suite 
of unique buildings, units and 
upgrades that have different 
advantages and costs. When 
building anything, teams will have 
to prioritize between more than 
a dozen different options. That 
makes it crucial to understand 
exactly what role each one serves.

•  BUILDINGS: To win a game of 
StarCraft II, a team must destroy 

every building their enemy has 
made. Most buildings give teams 
access to a particular unit, but 
some can also let players research 
upgrades to make those units 
stronger or more durable. Other 
units serve more defensive purposes, 
making it harder for an opponent 
to break into a base’s vulnerable 
heart. Teams often build more than 
one of a particular building, which 
gives them back-ups in case one is 
destroyed, and speeds up the rate at 
which they can churn out an army.

•  UNITS: While every army has a 
huge variety of unit options, a 
team can’t just build whatever 
they want on a whim. Some units 
are super cheap while others are 
ridiculously expensive. The best 
unit for any situation, though, 
depends on a team’s game plan 
and what they need to stop their 
opponent’s game plan. What 
makes these decisions even more 
difficult is that units are not the 
same across the three different 
races, meaning everyone is playing 
with a different toolkit. Some units 
counter others more effectively, 
but they may be weak to a third 
type of unit. This means that 
players often have to adapt their 
army’s composition on the fly.

•  UPGRADES: One thing that 
helps units survive are upgrades 
to their damage, defenses or 
abilities. These upgrades are 
expensive and take a  significant 
time to research. However, once 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - 
BERKELEY
Ryan Quick  |  Captain
Nicholas McNeese  |  Player
Jason Nguyen  |  Player

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA -  
SAN DIEGO
Joshua Chan  |  Captain
Kailash Jayaram  |  Player
Yunhao Xu  |  Player

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Trevor Moore  |  Captain
Brian Choo  |  Player
Kevin Yu  |  Player

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
Run Tong Li  |  Captain
Eugene Lu  |  Player
William Stewart  |  Player
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an upgrade level is complete, 
their benefit is automatically 
applied to the player’s entire 
army. Upgrades can often 
become a deciding factor 

in games, as players that 
have more upgrades than 
their opponents can create 
windows where their army has 
 a considerable advantage.

For more information, 
including a breakdown of 
player’s actions in-game, 
visit tespa.org.

FOUR TEAMS WILL FIGHT FOR THE TITLE OF 
STARCRAFT II TESPA COLLEGIATE SERIES 
CHAMPION AT THIS WEEKEND’S COLLEGIATE 
ESPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP. WE ASKED THE 
PLAYERS OF EACH TEAM A FEW QUESTIONS, SO 
YOU CAN GET TO KNOW THE TEAMS BETTER.

WHO IS THE BEST PLAYER ON YOUR TEAM? WHY?
RexRequired, UC Berkeley: Silky, he’s a pretty well-known WCS 
player and has been at the top of the collegiate scene for awhile.

Pancakes, University of Chicago: omgabanana. He is very good, 
and we can almost always count on him to win at least one map.

Liqht, UCSD: DragonGod is probably the best player on our team. 
He is very good at executing well thought out timings and has 
strong macro play.

Flume, UCSD: Yunhao “DragonGod” Xu. His knowledge of the 
game is impressive, his macro mechanics are close to perfect, 
and his work ethic is incredible. Even though his playstyle is easy 
to read, he’s still difficult to shut down. That’s an indication of a 
strong player with good game knowledge.

DragonGod, UCSD: Probably me

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RACE TO PLAY? WHY?
Silky, UC Berkeley: Zerg, I’ve been playing it since late 2011.

Liqht, UCSD: My main race is Zerg. Originally I played Terran, 
however, my brother was the one who got me into StarCraft and 
he played Zerg. At the time he was diamond and I was bronze, so 
I would ask him for help. He pretty much told me that he wasn’t 
gonna help unless I switched to Zerg. So here I am 9 years later.

RexRequired, UC Berkeley: Terran. I started out Terran from 
watching pro matches. They seemed like the race that always had 
tempo throughout the game, so I wanted a similar style.

IntuitioN, UC Berkeley: Protoss. So many different units with 
unique abilities. Plus, laserz.

DragonGod, UCSD: Protoss because it is cool.

Pancakes, University of Chicago: I like Protoss because 
the structure of the tech tree and the mechanics of the unit 
production makes it feel like I have a lot of different options for 
different orders. This is important for me because I like to play 
unconventionally and surprise my opponent.

omgabanana, University of Chicago: Protoss because I’m a dirty 
cheeser :v)

http://tespa.org


Games:

Overwatch
Street Fighter V: Arcade Edition

Hearthstone
StarCraft II

Heroes of the Storm

Website:  For general information about the CEC, visit www.espnevents.com.  
For media information and downloadable photos, visit  
www.espnpressroom.com and www.espnimages.com.

Social Media: Twitter: @CECEsports  |  Instagram: @CECEsports

Media Contact:  Olivia Wilson 
ESPN Communications 
904-303-3538
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